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In their own words;  
Anti-Americanism, racism, 
 and hate from the illegal 

immigrants and their 
sympathizers. 

 
 
The Genocide they desire is the annihilation American 
society by a variety of actions; warfare, illegal 
immigration, flooding our labor market, denial of 
American identity aimed at undermining our 
foundations; American history and the wealth of our 
middle class. They attack political and social 
institutions, culture, language, national feelings, 
religion, and the economic existence of AMERICANS 
 
THE FOLLOWING QUOTES WERE PULLED OFF THE 
INTERNET. THEY ARE THEIR OWN WORDS. 
   
 
“missprincess916  
 
put the american flag down the indians were here 
first you stupid . the mexican people are not going 
no ware “ 
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globalcitizen99 (9 hours ago) Show Hide   

   -1    

(Reply)   (Spam)  

Protectionists and anti immigrationists are a bunch of losers 
that are not happy with GLOBAL COMPETITION and the 
REALITY OF LIFE that they MUST COMPETE by merits, 
not by just being proud but dumb Americans. 
 
Indians, Chinese, Russians, Brazilians, ARgentinians and 
Mexicans don't have to come to the USA for jobs, 
companies invest there bringing over the jobs. 
 
You don't like this reality better get your guns and commit 
suicide now losers ...... 
 
You're pathetic !  
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Tumamaisfat (4 months ago) Show Hide   
  0    

(Spam)  
Who the fuck cares if America is better, or If white people 
think mexicans are dirty, greasy, lazy asses, that are just a 
bunch of fucking gangmembers. The point is that We are 
HERE IN THE U.S, so all you redneck, cousin fuckers, can 
keep talking shit and recording stupid video of us, But 
Remember we aint going nowhere anytime Soon!!!  

 

"FIGHT IN THE WAY OF ALLAH THE MOST MERCIFUL 
AGAINST OUR WHITE RACIST XENOPHOBE HEATHEN 
BARBARIAN ANTI IMMIGRANT NEONAZI MINUTEMEN 
TERRORIST ENEMIES AND THEIR LACKKKEYS WHO 
FIGHT AGAINST NUESTRA RAZA! LEAVE NOTHING TO 
BE SPARED OF THESE SUBHUMAN ANIMALS FOR THE 
HUNGRY VULTURES TO EAT! DISPOSE OF SATAN'S 
RACIST EXCREMENT VOMIT! RAZA! STRIKE BACK AT 
THEIR CRACKKKER EVIL HEARTS!" 
ANCHOR BABY POWER! 
CHICANO POWER! 
ALLAH AKBAR! 
...E.F. Mohammed Martinez aka AZTEC AL-QAEDA 

 

(Referring to America) 
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carlosisapimp (1 day ago) Show Hide   
  +1    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
Fucking Bitch When Are You Sucking My BIG DICK, 
thats why i pay my taxes so u can make more schools u 
dick face!!!!!!!!!  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

globalcitizen99 (5 hours ago) Show Hide   
  0    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
Kudos for the maker of this inconvient truth great video. 
 
It's time for all descendant of white European invaders in the 
US to stop their racist selfish immigration policy. 
 
Shame on you all !  
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TainoPRHC (1 day ago)  Hide   
   -6    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
God bless AmeriKKKa for its freedom of speech. With that 
said - What a racist Bitch!  

(In response to a comment advocating English as a 
common language) 

 

 

 

 

cheengators (6 hours ago) Show Hide   
  0    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
press 2 for Jenny Craig. 
 
Why is it that vile racist Whites are usually fat gluttonous 
pigs?  
 
A. Because the food that made them fat were picked by 
illegals.  

 

AZTLPatriot (10 hours ago) Show Hide   
  0    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
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Lou Dobbs is irrelevant with all his racist drivel. Chicanos 
secured the demographic majority in California and other 
parts of Aztlan. The game is over and it was won by 
chicanos. We have more kids and more new settlers from 
Mexico. The 21st century will be a century of chicano self-
determination.  

AmericanResolves (18 hours ago) Show Hide   
  0    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
same sex marriages among illegal aliens? oh no honey  

that's white people, most gay people are white.  

 

 

 

AmericanResolves (18 hours ago) Show Hide   
  0    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
White woman are also sluts and white man are swingers. 
They're so easy to be fucked. Mexicans fuck white people 
easily including myself.  

 

rca1205 (14 hours ago) Show Hide   
  0    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
We cant make our country (Mexico) better because it's 
supported by U.S. We would need someone like 
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Venezuela's hugo chavez and it aint happening any soon 
cause USA controls mexico. But maybe one day u will have 
an enemy by your border, just keep on hating.  

 

AmericanResolves (1 day ago) Show Hide   
   -2    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
White people are the most promiscuous people in the world 
(also the most racist) they have diseases not Mexicans.  

 

monkeynutts8 (3 days ago) Show Hide   
  +2    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
karma..she is a bitch!!!!....americans...mexicans are 
americans...canadian are americans...this whole friggin 
continent is america...who are you to tell us what or who we 
are.....nobody...america,  

AZTLPatriot (3 days ago) Show Hide   
  0    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
People of chicano origin who return from Mexico to their 
traditional lands in CA, AZ, TX, NM, CO, NV are not illegals 
there. These lands were annexed by the US army and many 
chicanos were killed or expelled. Now their children are 
coming back to their lands and want to be treated 
respectfully and given compensation for property lost and 
moral damage.  
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monkeynutts8 (3 days ago) 

  
america, liberty for some, justice for none...home of the 
cowards, under the all mighty dollar...money thats all you 
people worry about...lets just say karma is a bitch!!  

 

ricardodelgado (4 days ago) Show Hide   
   -1    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
Who is going to do the farm work Blacks or white toothless 
meth addicts? I don't think so!!! There should be some 
illegal immigration allowed, it is good for any economy, but it 
needs to be controlled and slowed down. Lets also address 
the Chinese illegal immigration and Phillipino, Brazilian, and 
Eastern European. If the issue is committing a crime then all 
need to go for breaking the law.  

 

 

ricardodelgado (4 days ago) Show Hide   
  +1    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
Well where is the California Lottery money? shouldn't the 
Lottery be paying for education? After all they take 80% of 
the earnings is a crime, when a Latino takes loose change is 
called stealing, when a gringo takes your money is called 
taxes 
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BanJobe1 (5 days ago) Show Hide   
  0    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
You are one retarded dumb fuck, you think all Mexicans 
were Aztecs?? Take Taraumaras, they are indeginious 
people of Northern Mexico and Southern USA. Also you 
should know that the Natives that live in reservations that 
touch the borders, dont want the US government to build 
walls there, why?? because I, I quote, "We are going to take 
our roots brother, and help them" 
Besides, remember how the "USA" came to be. Its all filled 
with blood and betrayings.  

 

mrpower328 (5 days ago) Show Hide   
  0    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
Like I said before, you people can get all angry and upset all 
you want, but theres nothing you can do about this. Do you 
really think the government is gonna round up 12 million 
illegals and deport them. Its not gonna happen. Even Bob 
Grant said its not gonna happen. They are here to stay, like 
it or not  

 

DaveEngland187 (9 months ago) Show Hide   
  0    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
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obesity is considered an epidemic in this country. americans 
are dying because their too fat. Americans consume 25% of 
the worlds oil but still expects for there to be no war in Iraq. 
Ameircans need the petroleum for their stupid 3 ton SUV's 
and the natural gas to heat the 3,500 square foot homes but 
at the same time, pretend they dont want war in the middle 
east (the the oil is at)?  

 

faith4us3 (7 months ago) Show Hide   
  0    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
not just corporate white america...state of Nevada, 
California, Arizona, Texan, New Mexico, Oregon, etc..little 
mom & pop diners, farmers, house of ill repute, construction 
co., unions, A ton of ILLEGALS pay for LEGAL docs. A bud 
of mine pd. $600 for his.  

 

guidewest (7 months ago) Show Hide   
  0    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
A June 2002 Zogby poll of Mexicans found that a substantial 
majority of Mexican citizens believe that southwestern 
America is rightfully the territory of Mexico and that 
Mexicans do not need the permission of the U.S. to enter. 
The poll found that 58 percent of Mexicans agree with the 
statement, "The territory of the United States' southwest 
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rightfully belongs to Mexico." Zogby said 28 percent 
disagreed, while another 14 percent said they weren't sure.  

malph123 (7 months ago) Show Hide   
  0    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
wow USA is getting bitchslapped by Mexicans and Leftists. 
Who ever thought that a nation like the USA would be 
conquered by a handful jews ,leftist and a majority of 
Mexiindians...LOL  

 

libertad456 (7 months ago) Show Hide   
  0    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
the time will come when the immigrant majority will 
takeover. be cause we are the developing world, we 
constitute 90 percent of the world population and 98 percent 
of population growth  

nickoo1989 (7 months ago) Show Hide   
  0    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
THEY TOOK 'AR JOBS!! lol!!!! aaah, u guys are fucking 
retards... get a life, leave those poor people alone!  
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disj1987 (7 months ago) Show Hide   
  0    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
My dad and all his family is from Texas and are full blood 
hispanics from america. He grew up in Texas fighting and 
hating mexicans from mexico as well as other races from in 
America. He grew up in a very rascist atmosphere and 
knows as well as any hispanic the traditional Animosity 
between american hispanics and mexicans from mexicos.  

 

 

AmericanResolves (1 hour ago) Show Hide   
  0    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
I dont care what you say you are nothing but a racist white 
supremesist that's part of the KKK white power!  

 

jght112 (2 hours ago) Show Hide   
  0    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
y the fuck would i go back to mexico if i was born here. 
agian u think every mexican u see is fuckin illegal, shit ur 
ancestors were illegal. wat is ur race. white i bet. how ow is 
it that ur kind think we are bad people n criminals n we have 
shity land but yet u still go to mexico on vacation?! wtf. so 
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yall r talkin smack but yet go to mexico u love it there? dont 
make sense  
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EVILEMPIRE619 (9 hours ago) Show Hide   
  +1    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
hahahaha look the ibred hillybilly tring to use educated 
words!!! hahahaha holy shit that fucking hailrious!!!!! 
ahahahahahahahahahahahahaha  

EVILEMPIRE619 (9 hours ago) Show Hide   
  +2    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
hey fatty no shit how are u even getting internet in them 
hills? did u rig up a trash can lid and some barb wire and 
presto changeo u had internet??  

 

 

 

 

EVILEMPIRE619 (9 hours ago) Show Hide   
  +1    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
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so ur glad to be a ignorant inbred racist piece of shit? right 
on at least u have the balls to admitt it!!! go job fatboy now 
go fuck ur sister or ur mom whatever she is u call her!!!  

 

 

 

Alexander221515 (9 hours ago) Show Hide   
  +1    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
(Reply) (Spam)  
now go fuck ur sister or ur mom who ever she is and get the 
fuck out of here bitch!!! leave FATTY!!!!  

EVILEMPIRE619 (9 hours ago) Show Hide   
  0    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
hahaha and u know we chicano love our guns??????? and 
love to kill racist hillbillies like u!!!!!!!! and we wont be 
pussies and try to snipe u we will go up to ur face bitch and 
shoot it off!!!!!!!!  

AZTECALQAEDA (9 hours ago) Show Hide   
   -1    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
Hey ya piece of white useless incest inbred IMPOTENT 
cracKKKershithead! You KKKeep taKKKing US RAZA lightly 
who want to EXTERMINATE your white XENOPHOBE 
RACIST cocKKKroach po piss USELESS IMPOTENT "race" 
all the while WE encourage and ADVOCATE a RACE WAR 
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to begin ASAP!  
DEATH TO SATAN'S WHITE SUPREMACIST VOMIT 
RACE! 
CHICANO POWER! 
ALLAH AKBAR!  
E.F. Mohammed Martinez aka AZTEC AL-QAEDA  

 

13smokeyy52368 (4 days ago) Show Hide   
  0    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
AZTIAN.2012.DEC.21 ?  

 

thegoyim (1 week ago) Show Hide   
   -2    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
Viva Aztlan Para siempre!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  

6027403803 (2 weeks ago) Show Hide   
   -1    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
we are not like the white supremecists (so don't compare 
us) going around with sheets on our heads hanging other 
races.what is it are you mad at the truth you scared little 
bug. like your ancestors were all white "american" "ya right", 
keep on wishing. you people enslaved not only the africans 
but also the hindus from Inda,AND mexican indians and 
after that you take the land of the NATIVE american and pull 
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out a flag and call this land yours. so GO HOME PILGRAM 
YOU ARE THE ILLEGAL IMMAGRENT  

Tonahuac1989 (2 weeks ago) Show Hide   
   -2    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
Don't, worry - we will all live to see our dream of a unfied, 
strong, and independent AZTLAN ^-^  
�

�

�

AZTLPatriot (2 weeks ago) Show Hide   
   -1    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
Yes, Aztlan is to be and to stay. And chicanos will make 
sure that no violence, crime etc. will be comitted in the 
process. These lands are home to chicanos and they want 
their homeland to be safe and prosperous. White racists are 
powerless and impotent and will not be allowed to break the 
law and order in Aztlan.  

AZTLPatriot (3 weeks ago) Show Hide   
  +1    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
AZTLAN.2012.DEC.23. !!!!! 
 
Aztlan may be born on this date or on some other date. 
Aztlan is a dream now, a symbol of indigineous people of 
this continent awakening and taking their destiny into their 
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own hands. 
Thanks to La Raza, other organizations who opened eyes to 
chicanos in the US and Mexico who showed them huge 
riches waiting for them on their ancient lands. Borders and 
fences don't work well when it comes to separating people 
who are brothers and sisters.  

AZPatriot (3 weeks ago) Show Hide   
(Reply)   (Spam)  

AZTIAN.2012.DEC.23.!!!!!?  
 
Will take them that much time to get the courage AND 
numbers to attack Americans LOLOL  
�

�

AZTLPatriot (3 weeks ago) Show Hide   
  +1    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
Aztlan Patriots are ready to work hard and defend their 
dream. Aztlan will be an independent country closely 
associated with the United States, Mexico and Guatemala. 
Aztaln 
will be tailored to represent the cultural ideals and values of 
the indigineous residents of this lands, namely chicanos and 
some groups of indians. We also support fair wealth and 
land distribution so that chicanos do not feel disadvantaged 
on their land.  
�
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Tonahuac1989 (2 weeks ago) Show Hide   
  0    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
... Whatever it takes I guess, we are retaking our sacred 
homeland withoutout force as it is - so I guess that makes 
the Mormons - friends? I don't know... It's a confusing one 
that's for sure. ^-^  

InHocSingoVinces (1 year ago) Show Hide   
  0    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
Why are all the white people who comment on this page 
racist? Fuck you nordic, and fuck you blue, you make me 
look bad. Pieces of trailer park shit.  
�

�

chicanosoldier1984 (6 months ago) Show Hide   
  0    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
Chicanos don't want other's lands, but they want to live on 
their lands. If you ever studied history you know how CA, 
TX, AZ, NM, CO, NV were seized from Mexico.  

chucktheduck (1 year ago) Show Hide   
  0    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
White and Jewish people afraid of the melting pot that is 
America  
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In response to an American protester being assaulted by 
Chicanos: 

 

 

amyourpapa (2 weeks ago)  Hide   
   -8    

(Spam)  
your talking about some racist red necks posted in the 
corner with the u.s flag for no reason!!!Freedom and shitt 
that what ya all bloody white americans says..FREEDOM!!! 
leave the mexicans and the iraqis alone ya foolish white 
people!!  

 

 

 

belvidere123 (2 weeks ago)  Hide   
   -8    

(Spam)  
you're right and it's the truth, leave them alone, you were all 
immigrants once hypocrits white people, now you can see 
how the native americans feel  

 

Tellinhowitis121 (2 weeks ago)  Hide   
   -7    

(Spam)  
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It just makes me upset that the only people that don't 
want is here is of white colour. (excuse my french), Anyways 
i know but when it comes down to it the only reason a 
mexican would be racist against a white man is because 
look at how the white man treats him. No diffrent then native 
americans moving them from place to place. If anything you 
brought it upon yourselves. just like 9/11  

Tellinhowitis121 (2 weeks ago) Show Hide   
  +5    

(Spam)  
WOW....i cannot believe how set up this video recording 
was. Those innocent white men were probabley provoking 
this poor man by using racist slurs against him and his 
family. Maybe thats why he got pissed. Now that they 
caught this sort of reaction on tape they figure use it and say 
all illegal aliens react like this witch isn't true. No one just 
breaks out into a rage over nothing. If you are smart you will 
understand......get it white people?  

 

Boultbeemx (2 weeks ago) Show Hide   
   -1    

(Spam)  
Yeah, well who actually cares about the US anymore, in 20 
years it will be history, the US is losing power to Europe and 
to Asia. I truly consider the European Union is the future and 
the US will soon be just, nothing. Let them have their 
country well protected and look for terrorists under their 
beds, while the world keeps running. Poor americans. lol  
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Chuckbox (2 weeks ago) Show Hide   
  +1    

(Spam)  
true some of America WAS your land ,your shit ass 
government sold it out from you .now it's not ,you want to be 
here ?do it legally like my ancestors from Ireland had to .  

latinman101 (2 weeks ago) Show Hide   
  0    

(Spam)  
Dude first of all, your ancestors from Ireland didnt have to 
do shit because the government felt sympathy because of 
the famine that was going on. Do you know what its like now 
or has been these past 15-20 years for a Mexican,Central or 
South American just to become a resident? I agree its not 
the US's responsibility but before you throw your ancestors 
into this look at how easy it was for them?and as soon as 
some of them registered they threw them straight into the 
military.why not do that?  

 

latinman101 (2 weeks ago) Show Hide   
  0    

(Spam)  
If youre to blame anyone for the reason they have these 
public services you should really blame the Gov. not them! If 
something wants to really get done then take that away! I've 
never recieved any support from the gov nor do i need it! 
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you think that the Irish were the only ones that helped build 
this country? you think he was the only minority to go 
through some shit! what about all the asians in the west and 
the hispanics in the south? these public services havent 
been aroun forever!  

mexican4life3 (2 weeks ago) Show Hide   
   -2    

(Spam)  
shit is mad funny...personally i think if ur protestin illegal 
immigration in california or southwest take a good look at da 
history book cuz dat land is OUR land  

 

lordcycle (2 weeks ago) Show Hide   
  +1    

(Spam)  
fucking pussy. why do you little bitches try to act bad but 
when someone get's in your face all you do is call the 
police? no wonder your country is being invaded.  

 

 

 

Seaside84738409 (2 weeks ago) Show Hide   
  0    

(Spam)  
It's happened more than once here in Southern California. 
Had a Mexican gangmember come right through the window 
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of my car at a neighborhood block party I was visiting. Just 
wanted to show off in front of his gangster friends. All the 
whites just look scared. You fight back but eventually they 
pull you out of the ride and it's 4 on 1. That's the reality.  

missprincess916 (2 weeks ago) Show Hide   
  +1    

(Spam)  
put the american flag down the indians were here first you 
stupid . the mexican people are not going no ware  

tolucamex18 (2 weeks ago) Show Hide   
  0    

(Spam)  
Haha! I can't stop laughing! You white people are so fuckin' 
gay! When I saw the title I expected to see blood and 
broken teeth. And you give me this? Dictionary-wise this is 
technically an attack, but not colloquially, not at all. LOL!  

RsModPete (2 weeks ago) Show Hide   
  0    

(Spam)  
FUcking racist bitches fuck white americans stupid 
brainwashed fat bitches!!!  

 

glassmirror67 (37 minutes ago) Show Hide   

  0    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
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isnt america built on illegal immigration?  

 

Psy500 (21 hours ago) Show Hide   

  0    

(Reply)   (Spam)  

Where the fuck do you think a constitution comes from? It 
comes from humans, in the case of the US the constitution 
was NOT ratified by the majority like the Venezuelan 
constitution that was ratified through referendum. Instead 
the US constitution was imposed by the ruling class.  

 

aante9111 (Reply)   (Spam)  

let me just get this straight so everyone can go home. 
 
America sucks and they shouldn't do anything, go 
masturbate in a corner, no body needs you anymore. go 
loose against vietnam or something. 

aante9111 (42 minutes ago) Show Hide   

  0    

(Reply)   (Spam)  
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u see.. freedom is no more. america failed bad with 
freedom, so blow up the statue of liberty. europe failed with 
freedom aswell.. what is it left? communism.. think about it 
communism is fair in the end ^^ and if its not then fucking 
start a revolotion and it will be all sorted out again.  

 

QueenieDiva (8 hours ago) Show Hide   

   -1    

(Reply)   (Spam)  

Actually this woman sings off pitch in several places and 
and the way she says LANGUIIIIIIIIIGE is 
annoying...also...technically English is not the language of 
"these United States" since we have no official 
language...oh and one other thing..if you are going to write a 
spoof song..make sure that it actually rhymes and is not full 
of forced rhymes and more words than notes.... 
 
  

ol49rrrrr (11 hours ago) Show Hide   

  0    

Xenophobic crud.  
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TainoPRHC (2 days ago)  Hide   

   -6    

(Reply)   (Spam)  

God bless AmeriKKKa for its freedom of speech. With that 
said - What a racist Bitch!  

 

cheengators (9 hours ago) Show Hide   

  0    

(Spam)  

whrsthefence2007: "HOSTILE FOREIGN NATIONALS ON 
OUR SOIL" 
 
I agree. So why are you NOT back in your ancestral 
homeland of Europe? After all, this continent is synonymous 
to American Natives and Indigenous Central Americans 
ancestral birthrights. It is racist that foreign land bandits, 
under the impression this land was acquired fair and square, 
expect the indigenous residents out to accommodate their 
decomposed White race.  

FOOLYCOOLY (1 year ago) Show Hide   

  0    
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(Reply)   (Spam)  

All white people are crackers. 
hahahahahaa. 
hahaha. 
haha. 
Is this from Mencia?  

 

deisys (1 year ago) Show Hide   

  0    

(Reply)   (Spam)  

So, in 200 years: 
 
1) Mexico will extend from Canada to Panama! 
2) Most Cracker-Americans will be dead. 
3) Most Cracker-women will have married their Mexican 
conquistadors. 
4) The last few remnant Cracker crumbs will be herded onto 
reservations to watch NASCAR, BBQ and trade casino 
chips for alcohol. 
5) No one will be able to read this post since it's not in 
Spanish!  
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pauDur (1 year ago) Show Hide   

  0    

(Reply)   (Spam)  

yea raly funy buttttttt mexicans were already living in this 
continent WAYYYYYY befor the inglish men came to fuk 
everithing up soooo the usa its actuali mexican and indian 
contry chek history books ;)  

 

 

thexxit (1 year ago) Show Hide   

  0    

(Reply)   (Spam)  

Hahahahahahahaha that's so true. First the Brits came and 
called themselves American, and I'm pretty sure it could be 
considered damn illegal to come on over and start killing the 
people who already lived there! Now Mexicans want to 
come in and call themselves American. Karma just bites you 
in the ass. Those eagles... damn....  

 

hiefIcono (1 year ago) Show Hide   

  +1    
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(Reply)   (Spam)  

You people are complete and total morons. First and 
foremost, this video is a criticism on White America... stating 
that the White people who immigrated to this continent (who 
conquered it in a hostile manner by usurping rule over it 
from its original inhabitants) have no right to declair that 
others should be deported from it 

END OF COMMENTS 

I COULD GO ON WITH THOUSANDS OF THESE, BUT IT 
WOULD BE SIMPLY MORE OF THE SAME.  

 The salient point are they all share a viscous contempt 
for the American people, our society, it’s history, and it’s 
future existence with the values we have established-the 
English language as a common method of unifying our 
people, the notion of equality, and a respect for those that 
settled the country as civilizers building a noble future. 

 What this wave of illegal aliens and their sympathizers 
seek is to demonize America, to establish a race based 
hierarchy of indigenous (i.e. Mexican) people with “native 
right” to the whole continent, and ultimate to ethnically 
cleans the western hemisphere. 

http://www.mexica-movement.org/ 
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    Taking the long view this is not an unachievable 
objective. An anti-white Anti American bias is being taught in 
our public schools. From the comments here one can see 
how recent Mexican immigrants feel. Many millions of 
people coming here hostile to our laws, subscribing to a 
race based ethnic identity political dogma that calls us a 
murdering genocidal nation ignoring the complexity of 
centuries of settlement, and millions more of our own 
children being indoctrinated with self hate does not bode 
well for the nation.  

 As Americans we have come to expect quick solutions 
because of the technology we’ve created that has mastered 
the skies and travel on the continent. But what is called for 
now is a different mindset. We need to identify anti-
Americanism and root it out-it is self destruction. We need 
an immigration moratorium while our institutions (schools, 
police, and National Guard) retake our country from a 
growing cancer of ghettos breeding hate against America. 
This hate has also been directed at black Americans as 
numerous blacks have been driven from their 
neighborhoods, killed, and otherwise marginalized by these 
“Reconquistas” who seek nothing short of the complete 
death of our people and its future on this land while calling 
us “xenophobes” to quell any resistance to  
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 We need to take the long view for the interests of our 
children, for our children’s children that they will have a vital 
space to be free of the endless neo-racialist dogma and 
hate directed at them. 

 

Otherwise our posterity will live in a world of hate and 
violence. These comments show the true heart of the 
current wave of immigration-make no mistake, the dignity 
and freedom, the very existence of our posterity lies in the 
balance. 

 

We need an Immigration moratorium, Pro-American 
curricula in our schools, and enforcement of laws against 
treason from these numerous groups that are preaching 
hate for our identity and history. 

 

I’m withholding my name for the sake of my family’s 
personal safety. Think about that for a moment. We now live 
in America where it is not safe to advocate for a patriotic 
and proud respect for the nation. 


